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Very loyal to his brother, this sibling followed Lord Rama on his 
exile

Shurpanakha

Match the correct answer! 

Ravana’s sister whose ears and nose were cut by Lakshman

She refuses to escape with Hanuman and wishes her husband to 
free her from captivity

Strung the famed Shiva Dhanush and broke it into two

Ravana’s brother who succeeded him as the king of Lanka

The Vanara King that helped Lord Rama search for Sita and defeat 
Ravana

Vibhishana

Sugriva

Dasharatha

Lakshmana

Sita

Rama

This king performed the Putrakaamesti Yagna to beget children

Fun Corner
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Rangoli By Abhijeet UmaShankar

The word “rangoli” is derived from the Sanskrit word
“rangavalli” and roughly translates to “rows of colors,”

These geometric patterns, religious symbols and floral
designs are drawn on the floor of one’s home, often using chalk
and colorful powders, as a way to ward off evil spirits and
welcome the good faith of gods and goddesses.

Rangoli is a collection of straight, circular and curved
lines. On looking, it appears waves of various frequencies are
moving. This illusion effect gives a pleasant experience to the
guests. Your guests should feel happy while entering. And trust
me, Rangoli does that.

The best part about Rangoli is that it does not have to
be perfect. Rangoli further has no limit. It allows you to draw
anything and everything. Not only the visitors, but Rangoli also
gives a calming effect to the one creating it. Significance of
Rangoli goes on and on
Now you understand the importance of Rangoli? It is
more than just beautiful!
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Ganesha By Aadyasai Ranganathan

News Bytes

* Vidyalaya class dates include 12/18, 1/8, 1/22, 1/29

* Visit Library to see Handwriting contest winning entries

* New Vidyalaya events Competition for Lego Gopuram Models 

coming soon. For registration visit 

https://htgc.org/HTGC/index.php/activities/library

* Discussion topics for parent’s classes to be announced soon

Raaga Assary

Senaymi Das

Shreya Madhan

Swara Assary

Ujwala 

Markandappa kallur

Can you read Tamil? By Laksha Mahesh
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